
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 21

continuous functions to product. It y:=IYsa top space with the

product top of letX be a top space. Afunction
f.X-Y is continuous() Fict, projjof: X->Yi

is continuous.

Proof. Trivial bene omposition ofactinuous functions in continuous
↳. It's enough to show thatfepreimages ofprebasic open

sets of the form [its(i] are open in
X. But

f
"

(iUi] =( =GX:f(x)(i) =Ui)=(x = X:proj,of(x) =Ui3
-(roji of)"(vil

which is open in X by theradianity ofpresiof.

Hansdorffen. Product of Hansdorff spaces is Hauschorff,
Proof. LetX:=H Xi, Xi Hansdorff of letxy&X be distinct.
5ieI x(i)+y(i), so Idisjoint open Ki, Vic XE
st. Uis-x(i) d Vi=-y(i), so x /itUi] al ye/it Vi],
and (i => U:] of [it Vi] are disjoint.



2nd countability. Ctbl productof24 tbl spaces is 2nd oftl.
Proof. LetX ==TX?al letBi be a ctl basis for Xi.

LetBEAN consist ofall open sets ofthe form:

Li,bi, iz Kin, ..., in t Kin]
here hij Big. Then B is a basis (check! HW)
B is ctbl because each set in it is encoded by

bi, ..., in)ENNC and (Hi,, ..., Kin)Bi, X...x Bine
The set of codes is

V Bui* Br,...Basin-1),
WINN

which isill being a call union ofothl sets.

Metricability. Itproducts ofCresp.completely) metrizable spaces
are Cresp. completely) retrizable.

Proof. LetX==TX;al letdi be a compatible metric on Xi,
i.e. d:*nduces the top of Xi. By replacing do with

min(di, 1), we may assure Ut di?1 FiGN.
let

d =
=2 zdie
IEIN

We've shown in HW Atthis a metric.



It's a HW exercise to chow:

d induces the product topology
Hint:Itis enough to check itfor every basic open

sett in the product and a point xin it,
there is a d-ball intered at acontained

in U, and conversely, for any d-ball
Box), I basic open at UC x4 U = Brk).

We have also shown in HW already US:

If each di is complete, then so is d

Def. A top space X is called Polish ifit is completely
metrizable and I'd tbl (=> separable).

Cor. b) product ofPolish spaces is Polish.

Recall also:Asubspace ofa Polish is Polich as it'sGr.

Noumetrizable spaces. Of course any non-Hansdorff exaple oftop spaces

is nonmetrizable (e.g. Be half open top on 30,1, the

ofinite top on IN, the Zariski lop on IF" for an field I,



butperhaps such spaces don't occur naturally in analysis
and we would like a Hanschorff example. A hatch of

such examples are unctbl products ofmetricable spaces.

Exale. Thespace offunctions (0,17->IR, i.e. X:=IR"
with the pointwise convergence Iproduct) topology
This is Hausdorff (being a product ofHauschoffspaces)
and we show below but it is not metrizable.

Prop. Any unctbl product of contrivial topological spaces is

notI' itbl. In particular, it's notmetrizable.

Proof. Let I be an until set of X:= TX;be a product
iCI

of contrivial top. spaces Xi. For auch itI, there is

an open set of U:Xi. By Axiom ofChoice,
I FETU. We show At f doesn't admit a coil basis.

suppose"**Rewards a contradiction thatIa ctbl neigh-
bourhood basis B at 7. Then for each Xix

Us
U2 Us Da
ef

is I, there is a BitB (re Alto get >I

i tBi) withBi =(i > (i), so by the unctbl-ctbl

Pigeonhole Principle, I BEB with an until set I'=I sit.



B =[it (i) for all icI! Buti contains a basic

cylindrical set ofthe form (i,t V, ich Va, ... int Un!)
HW and this out is not contained in theintersection,lit hit.

Existence of continuous real-valued functions. Given a top space X

and an open of UEX, we often (say in measure theory)

Six would like I to be continuous. Butthis

fu(x): =(1 ifx=u0 otherwise

is true exactly when I is clopen (indeed, thepreimages of
It, 1+2) in tt,2) should both be

open, butthe

first in 4 of the second is UI. There aren't my moutei-
vial clopen sets in connected spaces like IR, this can't
happen. Thenext best thing would be to take a closed

Subset (EU ("approximating U"), for example (==(x3,
od try to get a continuous function fix -> 10,13

IR
sit. f(c =1, fluc =0. This can be done relatively

easily for metric spaces HW, but it turns2 -

ii out letjust normality is enough
o XC



Krysohn'shemma. If X is a normal top space of Co, 4 2X dis-

joint closed sets, then there is a continuous
function f: X-> 10,1 ist, flco=0 and flc,E).

Proof. We will repeatedly use the blowing consequence ofnormality:

1) FC dosed, Popen, (20 => 7Kopen, (=U=0.) be the set of dyadiarationals in 10,1)
ItD = =7: ne IN+, me71, ..., 2*133

and note thatit is dense in 90,B.

Using He normality, we build open sets US, st, such
*s, t eSat => Us Elt, al VsED, Us?a

-

Us =
= C. Indeed, by (*) Iopen Uz?Co al UI

is still disjoint from 4. (bese - open VI? disjoint from ().
Next, again by (*), Iopen sets his of Ussy sit.
Co =Ui =cUa Ky =cU3sy=c4. And so on

...

LetU, = =X. We define == X -> C0,17 by x +inf of reWUC
sit. XEUr. Note HA fIc,EO and Fla, 1. Itremains to
show that f is continuous. Note it bese N is dense in [0,D,
thesets of the form 20, a) of (b, 1, a, b (0,1), form a



prebasis, so it's enough to show fatthe f-preimages ofthese
are open.

Claim 1F"((0,a)) =
r<a,r=0 Ur, for any ae(0,1.

Proof. 2. Letxe Ur withrea. Then by duf, f(x)rca, so
x f"(so, al).

=Letx=f "(20,a)),so f(x) < a. By the density of,
I rED 1.t f(x) < r2 a. Thus, the int of stD sit.

xEUs is smaller Hut, hence x eUr. daiml

Similarly, one can prove:

Claim2. F((b, 1) =W Ur?for any be (0,D.
rab, rEW

Thus, I is continuous,


